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Private Reserve Bourbon 

This collection of  privately curated rare and legendary bourbon is from 
the Buffalo Trace™ Distillery released exclusively for Tudor City Tavern. 

1.25 oz Pours 

1792 FULL PROOF $16 

Well-balanced, strong and full of  flavor. This bold bourbon 
boasts an incredible deep and smoky taste balanced with sweet 
vanilla and notes of  caramel. 

1792 SMALL BATCH $14 

Sophisticated and complex yet smooth and balanced. A 
distinctly different bourbon created with precise craftsmanship. 
Made from the signature “high rye” recipe  of  select barrels 
carefully chosen by the Master Distiller. 1792 Bourbon has an 
expressive and elegant flavor profile with unmistakable flavors 
of  spice, sweet caramel and vanilla. 

BLANTON’S SINGLE BARREL $20 

Blanton’s is known as the original single barrel whiskey. A deep, 
satisfying nose of  nutmeg and spices with powerful dry vanilla 
notes in harmony with hints of  honey, caramel and corn. It 
boasts a smooth high rye mash bill that has a great finish of 
returning corn and nutmeg, making it a highly sought-after 
bourbon. 

E.H. TAYLOR STRAIGHT RYE WHISKEY $20 

This is the only rye whiskey in the entire collection to date. 
Unlike a typical rye whiskey, this recipe contains just rye and 
malted barley, corn omitted. The result is an aroma full of  dried 
fruit, black pepper and a touch of  fresh dill. A small sip brings 
an array of  flavors both sweet and savory with a terrific balance 
of  dark spices, subtle caramel overtones and an oaky finish. 

EAGLE RARE SINGLE BARREL $35 

Eagle Rare Single Barrel has a subtle yet delicious nose with 
strong scents of  orange peels and citrus mixed with aged oak. 
The palate is sweet with notes of  honey, toasted brown sugar, 
new oak and light traces of  white pepper. Light traces of  vanilla 
and dry leather round out the finish. 

OLD RIP VAN WINKLE $100 
10-YEAR BOURBON 

This bourbon whiskey is bottled at nearly barrel proof. Just a 
splash of  Kentucky limestone water is added after a decade of 
aging. A sweet vanilla nose with caramel, pecan and oakwood 
creates a rich yet smooth flavor consisting of  robust wheat, 
cherries and oak. Finished with smoky wheat and hints of  fruit, 
spice and oak tannins. 

PAPPY VAN WINKLE $125
 RESERVE 12-YEAR 

Highlighted by light aromas of  dried mango, cocoa, fruit and 
spiced peach. Flavors of  honey, oak and tobacco dance on the 
palate. The finish is balanced and dry with a lingering tingle. “A 
perfect combination of  age and proof. The 12 years of  aging a 
medium proof  of  90.4 seemed to be just right in creating a very 
pleasant drink of  whiskey. This fine bourbon can compete with 
any excellent cognac as an after-dinner drink.” – Paul Pacult. 

Subject to Allocation 
Must be 21 years of  age or older with valid ID to purchase and consume alcoholic beverages. 
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